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Lexical unit is a word or collocation. Extracting lexical knowledge is an essential and difficult task in NLP.
The methods of extracting of lexical units are discussed. We present a method for the identification of
lexical boundaries. The problem of necessity of large corpora for training is discussed. The advantage of
identification of lexical boundaries within a text over traditional window method or full parsing approach
allows to reduce human judgment significantly.

Povzetek: Opisana je metoda za avtomatično identifikacijo leksikalnih enot.

1 Introduction

Identification of a lexical unit is an important problem in
many natural language processing tasks and refers to the
process of extracting of meaningful word chains. The Lex-
ical unit is a fuzzy term embracing a great variety of no-
tions. The definition of the lexical unit differs according to
the researcherŠs interests and standpoint. It also depends
on the methods of extraction that provide researchers with
lists of lexical items. Most lexical units are usually sin-
gle words or constructed as binary items consisting of a
node and its collocates found within a previously selected
span. The lexical unit can be: (1) a single word, (2) the ha-
bitual co–occurrence of two words and (3) also a frequent
recurrent uninterrupted string of words. Second and third
notion refers to the definition of a collocation or a multi–
word unit. It is common to consider a single word as a lex-
ical unit. A big variety of the definition of the collocation
is presented in Violeta Seretan work [12]. Fragments of
corpus or strings of words consisting of collocating words
are called collocational chains [7]. For many years the final
agreed definition of the collocation is not made. Many syn-
tactical, statistical and hybrid methods have been proposed
for collocation extraction [13], [1], [5], [4]. In [10], it is
shown that MWEs are far more diverse and interesting than
is standardly appreciated. MWEs constitute a key problem
that must be resolved in order for linguistically precise NLP
to succeed. Although traditionally seen as a language inde-
pendent task, collocation extraction relies nowadays more
and more on the linguistic preprocessing of texts prior to
the application of statistical measures. In [14] it is pro-
vided a language-oriented review of the existing extraction
work.

In our work we compare Dice and Gravity Counts meth-
ods for the identification of lexical units by applying them
under the same conditions. The definition of what is a Lex-
ical Unit in a linguistic sence is not discussed in this paper.

New presented technique extracts collocations like ’in the’
that do not have meaning and have functional purpose. A
question of keeping such collocations as lexical units is left
open. At the same time, it is interesting to see that the
frequency lists of such lexical units for English and Lithua-
nian (memeber of Balto-Slavonic language group) are now
comparable.

2 Extracting vs. abstracting

Most of the collocation definitions refer to the collocation,
which is constructed in an abstracting way. The colloca-
tions are not gathered directly from the text but rather con-
structed using syntactic and statistical information. The
abstracted collocation is constructed using statistical infor-
mation extracted from the corpus. The extraction of sta-
tistical information from a corpus is only the first step for
constructing collocations. The process of constructing the
collocation is called as a collocation extraction in many re-
search works. In this paper we make difference between the
extraction of collocation and the abstraction of colocation.
The major difference between abstracting and extracting of
collocation is the use of lexical boudaries. The extractive
technique for the identification of lexical units takes a lin-
ear approach of consecutive counts of words in a text and of
all the texts in a corpus. Thus calculations of combinability
are applied to the continuous chain of words. The first step
is to detect the strength of combinability for pairs of words
in the corpus, the second step is to detect the boundaries
of the lexical units. The Extractive technique marks lexical
boundaries in the text and a word or a word chain between
these boundaries is a lexical unit. A clear idea about the
boundaries of the lexical units allows to determine the ex-
act size of a corpus lexicon. Abstractive technique uses a
statistical information extracted from a corpus and a defi-
nition of a threshold for a good lexical unit. The thresh-
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old in many cases is frequency. Tagging and parsing are
also used for filtering out invalid results [8]. Both, abstrac-
tive and extractive, techniques use associative measures to
evaluate the combinability of two items. A new technique
is presented to solve the problem of identification of (uni-
)multiword lexical units without any linguistic knowlegde
when full automatization is necessary. Extractive technique
is very practical, easy to implement, and could improve
quality of results in many IR and IE tasks. Nevertheless
the results can be used for lexicografical tasks.

3 Combinability measures
Two different statistical calculations of collocability counts
are applied (Dice and Gravity Counts)in this work. A good
overview of combinability methods is presented in [3].

3.1 Dice score

The Dice coefficient can be used to calculate the co-
occurrence of words or word groups. This ratio is used,
for instance, in the collocation compiler XTract [11] and in
the lexicon extraction system Champollion [6]. It is defined
as follows [11]:

Dice(x, y) =
2 ∗ f(x, y)
f(x) + f(y)

f(x, y) being the frequency of co-occurrence of x and
y, and f(x) and f(y) the frequencies of occurrence of x
and y anywhere in the text. If x and y tend to occur in
conjunction, their Dice score will be high. The logarithm is
added in order to discern small numbers. Thus the formula
is slightly modified. The combinability of the each pair of
words using this method was measured on the basis of the
formula:

Dice′(x, y) = log2

(
2 ∗ f(x, y)
f(x) + f(y)

)

The human have to set the level of collocability manualy.
We set the level of collocability at the Dice minus 8 in our
experiments. This decision was based on the shape of the
curve found in [3].

3.2 Gravity counts

Gravity Counts are based on the evaluation of the combin-
ability of two words in a text that takes into account a vari-
ety of frequency features, such as individual frequencies of
words, the frequency of pairs of words and the number of
types in the selected span. Token/type ratio is used slightly
different. Usually this ratio is used for the whole document.
The difference is that the token/type ratio is calculated not
for a document or a corpus but for a word within a selected
span only. In our experiments we used the span equal to 1.
The expression of Gravity Counts is as follows:

G(x, y) = log

(
f(x, y) ∗ n(x)

f(x)

)
+

+log

(
f(x, y) ∗ n′(y)

f(y)

)

(x, y) is the frequency of the pair of words x and y in the
corpus; n(x) is a number of types to the right of x; f(x)
is the frequency of x in the corpus; n′(y) is the number of
types to the left of y; f(y) is the frequency of y in the cor-
pus. We set the level of collocability at the Gravity Counts
1 in our experiments. This decision was based on the shape
of the curve found in [3].

4 Identifying the boundaries of
lexical units

There were attempts to extract recurrent uninterrupted
strings of unlemmatized word-forms [7]. The chains were
identified purely on the ground of row frequency and con-
sisted of chains up to five words in length. However, the
applied method did not reveal whether the extracted chains
are made of collocating words. In our case, the detection
of the boundaries of a lexical unit is based on a full text ap-
proach. The idea behind this approach is that the corpus is
used as a very long chain of words to calculate the combin-
ability of adjacent word pairs. The counts starts with the
first and ends with the last word of the corpus. Thus, the
corpus is seen as a changing curve of the lexical combin-
ability. Peaks, appearing above the point of a selected value
are taken as collocability points that can form lexical units
(see Figure 1 for an example of a sentence). Using a text as
the basis for the identification of lexical units with the help
of the collocability points allows detecting the boundaries
of each lexical unit. A lexical unit is defined as a segment of
text where the combinability of constituent adjacent word
pairs is above the arbitrarily chosen point of collocability.
The lower combinability of word pairs preceding and fol-
lowing the segment marks the boundaries of a lexical unit.
The list of all such segments from the corpus is the list of its
lexical units. Moreover, we introduce two new additional
definitions of the boundary of lexical unit. We call them
absolute minimum and average minimum laws.

4.1 Average minimum law
In addition to the collocability requirement the average
minimum law can be applied. This law is applied to the
three adjacent collocability points. The law can be ex-
pressed as follows: if x−2+x0

2 > x−1 then the boundary
of a lexical unit is set at x−1 . The boundary of a lexical
item is set, if the average of values of collocability points
on both sides are higher. This law allows making addi-
tional boundaries of lexical units when collocability points
are set. The identified lexical units are shorter and more
clearcut (see Figure 2 for an example of a sentence).
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Figure 1: Identified lexical units of an example sentence, combinability values and collocability level at value 1. / Flat rate
/ corrections / are applied to all expenditure / under / the measure or measures / concerned / unless the deficiencies / were limited to
certain areas of expenditure / individual / projects / or types of project in which case they are applied to those areas of expenditure only/

Figure 2: Identified lexical units of an example sentence, combinability values, collocability level at value 1 and average
minimum law applied. / Flat rate / corrections / are applied to / all / expenditure / under the measure / or measures / concerned /
unless the / deficiencies / were limited to certain / areas of expenditure / individual / projects / or / types of / project / in which / case /
they are / applied to those / areas of / expenditure only /

Figure 3: Identified lexical units of an example sentence, combinability values, collocability level at value 1 and absolute
minimum law applied. / Flat rate / corrections / are applied to all expenditure / under the measure or measures / concerned / unless
the / deficiencies / were limited to certain / areas of expenditure / individual / projects / or / types of project / in which case / they are /
applied to those / areas of / expenditure only /
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Figure 4: The number of lexical units (types) in the selected corpus (x-axis has logarithmic scale)
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Table 1: The top 20 lexical units for different size of corpus
and scores

4.2 Absolute minimum law

In addition to the collocability requirement the average
minimum law can be applied. This law is applied to the
three adjacent collocability points. The law can be ex-
pressed as follows: if x−2 > x−1 ∧ x0 > x−1 then the
boundary is set at x−1. Informally, the boundary of a lexi-
cal item is set, if the values of collocability points on both
sides are higher. The identified lexical units are wider com-
pared to the average minimum low (see Figure 3 for an ex-
ample of a sentence).

5 Experiments and results

We used whole British National Corpus for experiments.
Three corpora sizes were used in experiments: whole, 10%
and 1% of the corpus. We used row text without any tagged
information.

100% 10% 1%
she might she might she might
have been have been the have been
the headmistress the
headmistress of a headmistress
of a certain type of of a
certain girls ’ certain type of
type of school girls ’
girls ’ , now school
school almost extinct , now
, now almost extinct , or a almost extinct
, or a mother superior , or a
mother superior in an mother superior
in an enclosed order in an
enclosed . enclosed order
order .
.
at any rate at any rate at any rate
there could be there could be there could be
no doubt no doubt no doubt
that she had that she had that she had found
found found the
the the temptation
temptation temptation of the
of the of the flesh resistible
flesh resistible flesh resistible .
. .

Table 2: The boundaries of lexical units identified by Dice

5.1 Dictionary size

The number of lexical units identified in the corpus us-
ing the respective methods is presented in Figure 4. The
number of lexical units extracted with the help of Dice
and Gravity Counts scores using average minimum law is
similar. The absolute minimum low yields to the different
size of the dictionary. The result of the number of lexical
units shows the trend line of possible total number of lex-
ical units. We can expect maximum of about 5-6 million
of lexical units in English using Dice score and average
minimum law. This number is comparable to different lan-
guages, e. g., Lithuanian with rich morphology and almost
free word order. In [9] the number of word types in corpus
comparable to BNC is 1.8 million. In [8] the number of ex-
tracted collocations using similar method from Lithuanian
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100% 10% 1%
she might have been the she might have been the she might have been the
headmistress headmistress headmistress
of a certain of a certain of a certain
type of type of type of
girls ’ girls ’ girls
school , now school , now ’
almost almost school , now
extinct extinct almost
, or a , or a mother extinct
mother superior , or a
superior in an mother
in an enclosed superior
enclosed order . in an
order . enclosed

order
.

at any rate at any rate at any rate
there could be there could be there
no doubt no doubt could be
that she had that she had no doubt
found the temptation found the temptation that she had
of the of the found the
flesh flesh temptation
resistible resistible of the

. flesh
resistible
.

Table 3: The boundaries of lexical units identified by Gravity Counts

corpus is 20 millions. We used new laws of minimum in
our experiments. It is obvious that if the law of average
minimum would be applied in [8] work then the number of
collocations would drop to 6-7 millions or more for Lithua-
nian. Thus we are able to speak about the similar number of
lexical units which could be applied for any language. For
instance, the machine translation system ATLAS-II v.13 by
Fujitsu has 5.44M terminological entries and about 1M to
1.5M general entries [2].

5.2 Top 20 lexical units
Another goal of our research is to discover which score is
less sensitive to the corpus size. The size of corpus dif-
fers in applications. In [3] is shown that Mutual Informa-
tion score heavily depends on the corpus size and it is very
difficult to set the level of collocability. Dice and Gravity
Counts scores do not consider corpus size. We performed
several experiments to compare method dependability on
the size of the corpus. We used Dice and Gravity Counts
score together with the average minimum law on the dif-
ferent corpus sizes. We took 1%, 10% and full corpus of
BNC. We built the dictionaries of lexical units and took top
20 lexical units for every case. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 1. The list of top 20 lexical units identified using Dice
score almost does not change. While the list of lexical units

identified using Gravity Counts changes. This is sufficient
to state that Dice score is stable, not sensitive to the corpus
size and is reliable in many NLP applications. This state-
ment is confirmed by the examples in Table 2 and Table 3.
The same two sentences are taken and the boundaries of
lexical units are identified. The law of average minimum is
used. We can see that the identified boundaries of lexical
units using Dice score do not change considerably. While
in case of Gravity Counts the change of boundaries is ob-
servable often.

6 Conclusions
The numbers of lexical units in most languages is compa-
rable and amounts to 6-7 millions. It should be applicable
for the most of indoeuropean languages. The lexical unit
is very important in NLP and is applied widely. But the
notion of lexical unit is not clear and hard to define. We
propose a definition of a lexical unit as a sequence of word-
forms extracted from row text by using collocability feature
and setting boundaries of lexical units. This approach is
more clear compared to a widely used n-gram definition
of a lexical unit. The boundaries are predictable and eas-
ier controlled compared to n-gram model. The result of
setting lexical boundaries for the small and large corpora
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are stable using Dice score. Thus Dice score is reliable in
many NLP applications. The average minimum law allows
making additional boundaries of lexical units when collo-
cability points are set. Identified lexical units are shorter
and more clearcut. Human judgment on the boundaries of
lexical unit is reduced considerably as the setting of collo-
cability level is not so sensitive when the average minimum
law is applied.
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Appendix 1. Risk Lexical units extracted using Gravity
Counts and average minimum law

1% of BNC ( 1 million words)
Lexical unit Frequency
increase the risk of 1
risk 51
risk of 8
the risk 9
the risk of 5
the risk of another 1

Appendix 2. Risk Lexical units extracted using Dice and
average minimum law

1% of BNC ( 1 million words)
Lexical unit Frequency
at risk 9
calculated risk 1
currency risk 1
environmental risk 1
health risk 1
particular risk 2
primary risk 1
real risk 1
reducing risk 1
risk 13
risk being 1
risk being disappointed 1
risk being considered 1
risk losing 2
risk undermining 1
risk using 1
risk of 7
risk than being overweight 1
risk than an asset 1
risk factor 1
risk slipping 1
risk arguing 1
risk assessment 1
risk her 1
risk her rage 1
risk damage 1
risk missing 1
risk cream 1
risk element 1
serious potential risk 1
serious risk 1
safety risk 1
the risk 5
the risk of 6
the risk compared with 1
the great risk of 1
were at risk 1
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